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 Huge Sale 
We have recently had two very large donations. 

 
One is the legacy library of Janine Thompson, a long-time Library member.  She had a 
large collection of Tarot books and decks, as well as books on Aleister Crowley, the 
Kabbala, astrology, runes, Wicca and other books on similar subjects. These books and 
decks are mostly in pristine condition, a few are gently used.  Not all the books will be set 
out at once, since there are so many.  Some of them are still in the donor's garage, 
waiting to be transported to Seattle, and some are still being sorted, so be sure to check 
back every now and then to see what's new.  We are working on getting the list of books 
for sale on line, but even if we do, it won't be updated very often so it will be mostly a 
guide, rather than a shopping cart.. 
 
We are tight for room, and to make room for the new decks Janine has donated, we will 
sell some of our existing decks. Most of the decks will be priced between $8 and $12.  
Normally Tarot decks are between $20 and $40, so this is a great opportunity for you to 
venture into new territory.  We will also be selling some of the decks we have in our 
collection that are not complete.  We use these occasionally for art projects, and we will 
be selling these decks for $2 -$3 dollars.   
Kathy's Tarot class Saturday morning (see the notice below) will get first crack at the 
Tarot material, however, sales are not restricted to people who signed up for her class. 
 
The other large donation was from Eco-Elements, who went out of business this 
summer, and donated their remaining inventory, mostly statues and incense holders, to 
us. This is all new merchandise..  Rather than reprice everything, we are offering a flat 
50% off the store's marked price.  Some of the statuary has been sold, but there is still a 
good selection, especially of incense holders. 

Events 

Serendipity at Samhain 
A Tarot Workshop 

Saturday, October 28th 

10:30 AM – 1:30 PM 
 

A very generous donation of Tarot decks to the Seattle Metaphysical Library + a last-minute opening of the library 
space for the Saturday before Samhain = A combined Samhain Tarot workshop and  large Tarot deck sale! 

 
This is a great opportunity for students from the Wednesday night Tarot classes to join with other library patrons who 
share our passion for the Tarot.  Help us bring in Samhain this year as we share Samhain traditions, Tarot Samhain 
synchronicities, a guided meditation, a spiritual Tarot spread and comparisons of Tarot decks old and new.  And take 
home from this special workshop a great new Tarot deck or two! 

Report Back from Origins Conference 
Thursday, Nov 16, 7 pm 

No charge 

Margaret Bartley, President of the Library, has been asked to give a 
talk when she returns from the Origins conference in London.  We've 

been advertising this conference at the end of the newsletter, and it looks interesting to people, so some have 
asked her to give a report.  This will be a small, Informal group discussion and Q and A. 

 

http://www.seattlemetaphysicallibrary.org/
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Mark your Calendars –  

News Years Day Party 

January 1, 2018   

2 pm-8 pm 

 
What else are you doing on New Year's Day? 

 

New Material Available for Members to Borrow 
 

 

The Lost Art of Heart Navigation: A Modern Shaman's Field 

Manual 
By Jeff D. Nixa, J.D., M.Div. 

Our most important task is to bring our vision and soul's purpose into the world. People 
experience soul loss in lives of endless motion, empty tasks, anxiety, and negative 
thoughts. Jeff Nixa explains how to practice the lost art of heart navigation to help you find 
your life purpose and spiritual identity, conquer the fear, doubt and criticism that stand in 
the way of that vision, and become a shamanic shapeshifter of your life. 
 
Meet your power animals and consult with spirit guides, embark on shamanic journeys in 
the spirit world for help and information, slay your inner dragons of self-sabotage, find your 
personal spirit song, and create the joyful life that your heart is attuned to seek out. 

 The Angelic Origins of the Soul: Discovering Your Divine Purpose 
by Tricia McCannon, 2017 

Your Soul is a divine light originating within the Angelic Orders of Heaven. Discover the 
angelic realms where the highest parts of yourself reside and become the catalyst for 

your own path of ascension.  
Drawing from Gnostic, Tibetan, Egyptians, Buddhist, Hindu, Hebrew mystics, and the 
ancient Mystery traditions, she looks at what our ancient ancestors have to say about 

the nature and history of the Soul. McCannon shares stories from those who have 
returned from the Other side, tales of revelation, temples of learning, and crystal cities 

of light 

 The Magician's Workbook: A Modern Grimoire 
Steve Savedow, 1996 

For beginning students, this is an efficient working manual that provides a complete 
program leading to self-initiation. Includes details for performing four banishing rituals, 
four planetary invocations, a daily Eucharist ritual, a self-initiation ritual, plus a series of 
rituals for constructing and charging talismans, and much more. Index. 
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The Magical Diaries of Aleister Crowley 
by Aleister Crowley and Stephen Skinner, 1996 

This new edition provides diaries which consolidate Crowley's works and will provide new 
details on his works and significance to the 20th century. These complete diaries cover his 
entire career in magic up to his death in 1947 and should be considered definitive works 
for any interested in Crowley's life and beliefs. . 

 

A Garden Of Pomegranates: A Outline of the Qabalah 
by Israel Regardie, 1970 

Long considered the best single introduction to the Qabalah for magicians, the third 
edition of Israel Regardie's A Garden of Pomegranates is now better than ever, thanks to 
the extensive annotations and new material by Chic Cicero and Sandra Tabatha Cicero. 
Their work has made A Garden of Pomegranates easier to understand, more complete, 
and up to date. It now includes over 300 pages of never-before-published information 
from two Senior Adepts of the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn., . 
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